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Criminology 321/Week 13
Writing Up Your Research

The Home Stretch

• You are in the home stretch• You are in the home stretch

• Course web page gives you report 
guidelines

• Today’s lecture shares other tricks of 
th t d [ ith it t t Ch t 13the trade [neither it nor text Chapter 13 
will be examined]
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Know Your Audience

• Always consider your audience• Always consider your audience 

• As the guidelines for your final paper 
suggest:
– “[D]o keep in mind that this is a methods course, which 

means we are more interested in the methodological g
decisions you make and why you make them more than 
any connections to the literature. This means that you 
will have a much smaller “introduction” and much 
larger “methods” section than would be the case in an 
article you were trying to publish.”

An “Interesting” Frame

• Making valid• Making valid 
observations isn’t 
enough

• The Sherlock 
wannabe’s 
observations areobservations are 
true, but who cares?

• Make it 
“interesting”
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An “Interesting” Frame
• A qualitative interview study done as a 

t l j t b P t i isemester-long course project by Patricia 
Ratel (available on the course web page) is 
illustrative

• The paper begins with a connection to the 
literature and her first words underline the 
importance of her topic and prompt us to 
read further:
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An “Interesting” Frame
• Ratel combines

Phenomenon becoming more pervasive– Phenomenon becoming more pervasive
– Little is known

• But note three other things going on in 
her introduction as well
– Setting “hooks”
– Setting a pattern of statement and 

justification
– Narrowing the focus

Setting “hooks”

Th i t d ti t• The introduction sets up your paper
• “Hooks” are the relevant elements 

that guide you down the path to 
your research by “baiting” the 

d t i t i f treader to recognize certain factors
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Setting “Hooks”
• These set the stage for the study 

l d h i d i i h• Ratel ends her introduction with a 
statement of what her research will 
involve

• Every element has been justified; every 
element makes sense; every wordelement makes sense; every word 
follows from what has been written 
before
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“Hourglass” shape

• Note also how Ratel’s• Note also how Ratel s
paper is following the 
classic “hourglass” 
shape for a paper

– Starting off broadly

Narrowing into a– Narrowing into a 
specific focus

– [Later it should 
broaden out again]

Methods

• The challenge is now set but how didThe challenge is now set, but how did 
she proceed?

• She begins by telling us she 
interviewed some women

• But that’s not enough; we need to know g ;
enough to critically evaluate her 
choices. She delivers:
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Methods
• Ratel is explaining her decisions

• Note how she starts off making the 
connection between her sampling 
strategy and her objectives; consistent 
with the idea we learned that there is no 
one “best” sampling technique: “It 
[always] depends.”
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Methods
• Makes a connection with validity issues

Notes how her familiarity with the women (and– Notes how her familiarity with the women (and 
their familiarity with her), plus her similar 
status, all should combine to promote validity.

• Or is she just being a Pollyana on this?
– Saying it should be valid and actually having it 

so are two different things. Can’t tell at theso are two different things. Can t tell at the 
moment; shall put our concerns on hold until 
later.

Methods
• Follows with a description of the sample 

N b f hild i– Notes age; number of children; experience at 
university; declared major; time since separation 
or divorce

– Gives some sense of the diversity

• Notes that two respondents were deleted
– Gives reasons: one flippant; the other concerned 

about confidentiality
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Methods
• We learn some things about Ratel

through those revelations She is:through those revelations. She is:
– forthright about what she is doing
– not a Polyanna about rapport; she 

recognizes flippant responding when she 
sees it

– lives up to her ethical obligations –lives up to her ethical obligations 
participants with concerns need not 
participate

• That’s who; next is discussion of how
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Methods
• Again we learn as much about Ratel as 

we do about her studywe do about her study.
• She mentions her belief that all went 

well and the facts are consistent with 
that view: 
– Superficial interviews do not take and 

evasive respondents do not talk for 3 4evasive respondents do not talk for 3-4 
hours at a time.

– Also, the kinds of information revealed 
show trust on the part of respondents
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Methods
• And Ratel’s description shows why she 

i d i f his deserving of that trust
– She lets us know how she approached 

informed consent

– She tells us what she did to protect her 
participants re confidentialityparticipants re confidentiality

– She lets us know what she did to 
minimize bias and maximize validity

Results

• The way you present your results will vary• The way you present your results will vary 
depending on the specifics of your research

• Give yourself enough time to allow your 
paper to find its form

• In Ratel’s case, the approach was to identify 
th d i h fi di ithemes and summarize her findings in 
relation to those themes
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Results
• The themes she includes are:

Fi i l i– Financial circumstances
– Physical and emotional stress
– The children
– Social support
– Academics

• And where have we seen all these before? 
All were hooks; “academics” is her new 
contribution

Results
• Note how Ratel mixes her own words and 

h f d h i fthose of respondents. The exact mixture of 
these will vary among researchers; many 
would argue for more

• Note correspondence between Ratel’s
characterization and quotes she offers ascharacterization and quotes she offers as 
evidence
– Strong correspondence creates confidence in 

the reader; if tenuous, it undermines credibility
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Results

h l d k i• Note how Ratel uses pseudonyms to keep it 
personal while retaining confidentiality; it also 
allows us to see how she is using quotes from all
of her respondents and not just going back to the 
same one or two all the time

Al t th l tt f ti• Also note the general pattern of assertion-
evidence/assertion-evidence/assertion-evidence

Discussion/Conclusions

• Remember the hourglass mentioned earlier?

• The introduction starts off broadly and 
narrows down to the specific issues and 
concerns that will be the focus of study

• The methods and results section operate• The methods and results section operate 
within that focus
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Discussion/Conclusions

• The Discussion and Conclusions 
section(s) is/are the time to start 
broadening out again

• Your job in this/these sections is/are 
fourfold:

Discussion/Conclusions
1. To give a brief statement of how your results 

“speak” to your research questionsspeak  to your research questions
2. To discuss the implications of these results for 

the bigger issues that made this research 
“interesting” for you

3. To temper your inferences with critical 
reflection on the strengths and weaknesses of the g
research; and 

4. Any final statements you want to make about 
your research and its implications 
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Discussion/Conclusions

h f h i l’• We can see each of these in Ratel’s
paper

• In a first paragraph, note how she 
begins with a restatement of the 

f h h d thpurpose of her research and the 
bigger picture it was designed to 
address
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Discussion/Conclusions

hi f h h• This statement of the purpose that 
guided the research is followed by a 
succinct summary of how the results 
of the research speak to that purpose 
Sh l t b k t lit t• She also connects back to literature 
she cited earlier
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Discussion/Conclusions

• In a final paragraph Ratel speaks 
to some of the implications of her 
research
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Connections
• One of the great strengths of Ratel’s

d hi h ld bpaper, and something you should be 
striving for, is the connectedness 
between sections

– The intro lays the groundwork for the methods
– The methods follows from the introduction and 

provides fodder for the results and discussion
– The results and discussion follow from the methods 

and tie back into the issues raised in the introduction

Final Comments
• Could Ratel have done more? 

– Yes … often the final discussion and 
conclusions would contain more self-
reflection about the limitations of her 
research

– We will expect that in your papersWe will expect that in your papers
– “How I could have done it better”
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Final Comments

• Research reports are re creations that cut• Research reports are re-creations that cut 
out most of the dead ends, tangents

• First drafts inevitably have those side trips

• You can find more suggestions about what 
to include in your final report on the course y p
web page:

• https://www.sfu.ca/~palys/GuidelinesForCrim321OralHistoryProject.pdf

Other examples

• The oral history by Aaren Ivers on our course web• The oral history by Aaren Ivers on our course web 
page about two Indigenous women is in this 
Ratelian tradition

• Another way to do the oral history would be to do 
it in a more narrative style, as Ashley Peckford did

• Either way please make sure you address the• Either way, please make sure you address the 
methods questions in that portion of your report
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Final Comments

• Note the TAs would prefer hard copies• Note the TAs would prefer hard copies 
delivered to the Crim department drop box

• If you would have to make a special trip, 
digital copy sent to your TA is okay

• And remember that the final exam is on 
December 15 at 8:30 AM in AQ 3181
– Same format as the midterm


